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General Items

Helping Millennials Save for Retirement -- Abstract: Over the past
several decades, employers have recognized that employees' physical
health impacts the workplace, prompting them to introduce wellness
programs designed to help workers lose weight, quit smoking, increase
their activity levels and more. Now businesses are learning that
employees' financial wellness is equally critical to individual and
corporate health and are seeking ways to respond. Source: Shrm.org

Determining Retirement Readiness, a Complex Task -- Abstract:
Just as retirement savings models do not factor in changes participants
may make in their working lives and savings habits, retirement
readiness calculators also do not look at the big picture. Source:
Plansponsor.com

403(b) Plans

Long Awaited IRS Guidance on Initial 403(b) Remedial
Amendment Period -- Abstract: The IRS has announced that the initial
remedial amendment period for 403(b) plans to correct plan document
defects in form will be open until March 31, 2020. This indicates that
the first round of IRS advisory and opinion letters for 403(b) pre-
approved plans will be coming out soon. Source: Groom.com

Fiduciary and Plan Governance Material

Plan Governance -- Abstract: This article provides an overview of the
importance of developing proper plan governance procedures under
ERISA as well as key steps to implementing those procedures. Source:
Truckerhuss.com

Structuring a Plan Committee: Who Should Participate? --
Abstract: There are no specific legal requirements regarding the number
of members or who should or should not sit on a retirement plan
committee. However, there are common practices plan sponsors might
keep in mind that can serve as guidelines for establishing this body.
Source: Plansponsor.com

With Change on the Horizon, Advice for DC Plan Sponsors in 2017
-- Abstract: With a new president and a new party now in charge,
change is in the air and on everyone's mind. But the wheels of
government generally turn slowly. For sponsors of defined contribution
pension and savings plans, 2017 could be relatively quiet. This lull gives
DC plan fiduciaries the chance to proactively focus on certain issues
that might need attention. Source: Segalco.com
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Abstract: A new survey finds that Americans don't know how much they
will need to fund their retirement, and think they should be saving
about five times more than they are. Little wonder they are also more
likely to second guess their financial decisions than any other major life
decision. Source: Napa-net.org

Case Study Finds Re-Enrollment Effective for Portfolio
Diversification -- Abstract: Six months after a re-enrollment, 94% of
participants and 74% of plan assets were in TDFs, while one year later,
92% of participants and 81% of plan assets were in TDFs, a case study
by Vanguard showed. Source: Planadviser.com

Court and Legal

Fiduciary Liability Claim Trends -- Abstract: Retirement plans are
increasingly in the crosshairs for plaintiffs' lawyers. Allegations of breach
of fiduciary duty based on payment of higher-than-reasonable fees to
ERISA plan service providers are becoming more common. In the past
18 months, at least 38 ERISA class actions have been filed. Source:
Lockton.com

The Latest Trend in Excess Fee Litigation -- Abstract: The newest
wave of retirement plan lawsuits targets self-dealing in the sponsored
plans of several big name financial firms. This latest trend proves that
even industry professionals get lax with their procedures and fail to
properly fulfill their fiduciary duties. However, Plan Sponsors can take
simple, effective steps to prevent themselves from falling to the same
fate. Source: Ekonbenefits.com

Cybersecurity Issues

Cybersecurity Risks and Liabilities for Employers, Retirement Plan
Sponsors, and Fiduciaries -- Abstract: Many employers historically
were only concerned with privacy and security for health plans under
the privacy regulations. However, there are other references to
protecting participant information in ERISA and employee information
that should not be overlooked. Cybersecurity should be a consideration
for every employer and retirement plan fiduciary. Source: Winstead.com

Compliance and Regulatory Related

2017 Retirement and Employee Benefits Compliance Calendar --
Abstract: This 1-page chart is intended to provide plan sponsors with a
list of notable retirement plan deadlines. The deadlines in this chart
assume a calendar-year plan year. Source: Strategicbenefitservices.com

What Are the Biggest Problems With 401k Loans? -- Abstract: Most
workplace retirement plans allow participants to take a loan against
their retirement plan balance, but administering the option carries risks
for plan fiduciaries. Here are what the IRS has identified as the most
common plan loan failures. Source: Asppa.org
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